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A Message from ABPA President Tim Brown  
Unprecedented challenges in our “new normal” world  

 

As I write this article in the third week of 
March, two items are dominating the 
news, here in Virginia.  
 
One of these items has also not only 
dominated your news, regardless of where 
you live… it has nearly turned upside-
down what we all viewed as daily 
normalcy just last month. It is something 
about which few of us had even heard, 
early in the New Year.  
 
However, it has instantaneously come to 
dominate the global, and our personal 
world. The changes in statistics and effects 

on our lives have been so rapid, what I write today is likely dated as you read 
it.   
 
The other news, in contrast, is unfortunately all too familiar to those of us in 
the Midwest and South at this time of year. In fact, it is so common, if we are 
not careful, we tend to become numb to such news.  
 
For all of us – throughout the United States and Canada, and indeed 
worldwide – the terms “coronavirus” and “COVID-19” have become a part of 
our daily lexicon almost overnight. The news coverage has been nothing short 
of relentless. This unique and deadly virus has already shut down much of the 
travel industry, as well as sporting events and public entertainment.  A 
previously booming economy has been rocked to its foundation.  
 
Recommended limitations to our gatherings dropped 
from 200 individuals to 100, to 50 and then to 10, 
within about one week! The ABPA annual conference 
had to be cancelled for the first time in 36 years. 
Some of us are working from home. Bars were closed 
on St. Patrick’s Day… say what?!?  
 
We have been inundated with hygiene alerts and forced to practice “social 
distancing,” while being delivered updated statistics on a daily basis.  We are 
receiving dire warnings, this “new norm” will last a while.  
 
Any figures I could share at this moment – regarding cases reported, nations 
affected or deaths – will have been exceeded by the end of the day. Although 
the number of fatalities each year as a result of the “regular” influenza still 
dwarfs the number of coronavirus deaths (at least for now), we clearly have 
entered a new era in microbe threats to our health and safety. 
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Middle Tennessee is a long way from the city of Wuhan, on the banks of the 
Yangtze River in east-central China, the apparent Ground Zero of COVID-19. 
As day broke March 3, tens of thousands of residents of mainly the eastern 
suburbs of Nashville (site of the 2015 ABPA annual conference) were not 
concerned about the possible effects of the coronavirus.  
 

That’s because their lives had just been turned 
upside-down in another manner… by massively 
destructive tornadoes that swept through, 
overnight. For thousands of residents and 
businesses, the efforts of years… even 
lifetimes… to maintain a home or business, and 

its property, along with both priceless and everyday possessions, were 
destroyed in minutes. Even more priceless were the two dozen lives lost.  
 
Oh sure, tornadoes have always been with us.  But we were barely out of 
February when these storms struck. With our increasingly volatile weather, 
we will likely hear about, and see on a more regular basis, horrific pictures of 
the destruction these forces of nature deliver. 
 
Two seemingly diverse issues, but with some interesting similarities. Each can 
be deadly.  Each turn lives upside-down, almost instantaneously.  Each brings 
fear, uncertainty and sadness… but also generosity, cooperation and goodwill. 
Each represents a new norm for our lives, to which we must adjust.  
 
Our thoughts and prayers are with the good people of Tennessee and our 
Chapter members. When you feel like your life has been inconvenienced by 
the coronavirus, keep in mind the challenge these thousands of Tennesseans 
face when they awaken each morning. How do you work from home when 
you have no home? I hear reports, The Volunteer State is certainly living up 
to its nickname, and this warms my heart.   
 
 
Fondly, 
 
 
 

Hopefully this scene from last year’s ABPA national conference in Salt Lake City – with members sharing one, 
spacious room – will be our norm once again, in Charlotte a year from now. 
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Letter from the Editor 
We’ll miss arm-twisting in Charlotte – but we’re  
still on the lookout for newsletter contributors 

By Carl Fauver, Communication Director 
 
I’ve recently been sleeping through my morning alarm a lot – a drawback (benefit?) of semi-retirement, I 
suppose.  But that wasn’t a problem at 7:09am MDT on March 18, when a 5.7 earthquake – with an 
epicenter about 7 miles from our home – literally shook northern Utah out of bed.  Just layer it on top of 
the coronavirus angst.  These are interesting (other adjectives come to mind) times. 
 
Like many of you, we’re disappointed this year’s ABPA conference in Charlotte had to be cancelled.  I 
know the Board held out hope as long as possible.  But once two of our Utah Jazz players tested positive 
for the virus – and the entire NBA season was suspended – our cancellation became just another of the 
falling dominos. 
 
We appreciate the positive feedback we’ve received regarding our first ABPA newsletter under the new 
management team.  We’re also encouraged to hear, some of you are interested in contributing stories to 
this quarterly publication.  
 
We want future newsletters to contain the kinds of stories and information that serve you best.  We invite 
you to share your ideas for future articles – or to offer any other comments or critiques – at 
info@abpa.org. 
 
For story ideas, it would be very helpful if you include contact information for one or two individuals who 
can contribute to an article or would be available for an interview. 
 
No one knows how long these challenging times will last.  But I believe most of us are confident there is a 
light at the end of this unknown-length tunnel.  Please know your ABPA management team is doing its 
best to keep the association functioning through these obstacles.   
 
Best of luck to you and yours.  Stay safe.  Now, where on line to order a louder alarm clock?  I can do 
without that alternate wake-up system! 
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Headquarters Update 
Challenging times – but nothing we can’t handle (so far, knock wood) 

By Patti Fauver, Executive Director 
 
Wow – the past couple of months have been, without a doubt, the craziest eight weeks I 
have lived through: from working hard to make sure all our national conference details were 
covered… to wondering how many people would register before the early bird discount 
closed… to the Board voting to cancel the conference – a first in ABPA history!! 
 

First, I want to thank all our members, water system staffs across the country and state and federal 
personnel who are working tirelessly through this time (as they do every day), to make sure our citizens 
can rely on the continuous supply and safety of the drinking water from their taps.  I have recently heard 
from several of my former colleagues who have, virtually overnight, set up mobile 
workstations to continue to do their jobs and assist public water systems.               
 
I also know this is happening in all areas of the drinking water world – even with 
other challenges like tornados in Tennessee and an earthquake in Utah.  So, a big 
THANK YOU TO ALL THE PROFESSIONALS SUPPLYING THIS ESSENTIAL ITEM TO 
THE AMERICAN PUBLIC!!  



Now to our many updates: 
2020 Conference – As you all know by now, our 36th Annual Conference and Trade Show – which was 
to be held in Charlotte, NC on April 20 -22, 2020 – is officially cancelled.  However, we are excited to 
announce the location and date of the 2021 Conference: Charlotte, NC on April 19-21, 2021.  We 
hope everyone who planned to attend this month can reschedule for a year from now! 
 

Annual Member Meeting– ABPA Bylaws require an annual membership meeting, traditionally 
held during the annual conference.  Due to the cancellation, the Board has decided to combine the 
membership meeting with the Board meeting – on April 18, 2020.  This will be a conference call 
meeting, accessible by telephone or computer.  Details on the time and call-in credentials will 
follow soon. 
 
Board of Directors Meetings– As announced in the conference brochure, the Board will still 
meet on both April 18, 2020 and April 22, 2020 to conduct association business.  These meetings 
are open to ABPA members and the public.  The annual membership meeting will be held in 
conjunction with the Board meeting, April 18.  As mentioned above, more details and call-in 
instructions will follow. 
 
Awards –At every conference, ABPA honors outstanding individuals and chapters with our highest 
awards.  The Awards Committee will not announce this year’s awards until our 2021 Conference.  
They want honorees to be properly recognized in the presence of their peers and to receive all the 
recognition due them, for their contributions to safe drinking water and protection of public health.  
This will make our 2021 Conference very exciting, as we will have the honor of presenting two 
years of awards to truly outstanding individuals and chapters – you won’t want to miss it! 
 
Region Director Elections – Yearly elections for half the ABPA board positions normally close 
during the annual conference.  This year the only contested position is for Region 6 Director.  
Ballots were to be accepted by hand during the conference.  However, due to the cancellation, 
REGION 6 MEMBERS WISHING TO CAST THEIR BALLOT MUST DO SO BY MAIL.  YOUR 
BALLOT MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY, APRIL 20.  FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS 
CONTAINED WITH THE BALLOT. 
 

All of these changes are a consequence of our Annual Conference cancellation.  Some of you may be 
surprised at the list of items traditionally handled during that meeting.  If you have attended a previous 
conference, this list of items helps explain some of the distracted looks on your Board members’ faces. 
 

 
Hopefully, after this one-year hiatus, scenes like this – from our 2019 ABPA National Conference in Salt Lake City – will return, in Charlotte. 

 
Certification – As if cancelling the ABPA Conference was not enough to deal with, growing coronavirus 
concerns – and recommended social distancing practices – have forced additional cancellations.  
Specifically, ABPA has cancelled all certification exams until at least June 1, 2020.  To read the 
ABPA announcement on our website, click here.   
 
To address individual certificates scheduled to expire during this time, an extension will be given.  
Certificates expiring in March through May 2020, have been approved for extension through August 31, 
2020.  Your ABPA Certification Team is closely following travel and public gathering restrictions and will 
adjust plans as needed.  To read our letter addressing certificate extensions, click here. 



In the midst of this pandemic, 
ABPA chapters across the 

country are taking action to serve 
their members as best they can. 

On strict orders from his wife, 
certification exam proctor Kurt 
Myers donned a mask to do his job. 

So much for my plan to stress keeping your profile updated with your current address, phone number 
and email address!  You can expect that when the rest of our worldwide concerns begin to subside. 
 
I wish you and your loved ones the best in staying safe and practicing social distancing – air five! 
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Coronavirus News 
ABPA chapters rising to the occasion to serve members  

in the midst of our worldwide health crisis 
Remember way, way back – maybe a month ago – when our biggest worry was, ‘who’s going to win the 
2020 presidential election?’  Now it’s probably a safe bet, most of us would welcome Biden, Trump, 
Sanders, Clinton (either one) or Yosemite Sam in the White House, if it would resolve our coronavirus 
health crisis. 

Changes to our everyday life have been swift and profound, thanks 
to countless, unprecedented decisions.  Two weeks before the 
ABPA National Conference was cancelled, it would have been 
unthinkable.  But it quickly became “oh, that too,” after the March 
Madness basketball tournament went down, along with all major 
sports leagues, Broadway, Hollywood and the Las Vegas Strip. 

 
In the midst of this pandemic, ABPA chapters across the country are taking action to serve their 
members as best they can.  Here are just a couple of things that have happened or will soon occur: 
 
The Final Certification Exam 
 
As you read in the ABPA Headquarters Update above, all certification exams have been cancelled, at least 
through May.  And that final, official ABPA certification exam (March 20) – before the suspension was put 
into effect – looked unlike any you’ve seen before. 
 
Licensed Master Plumber Greg Hand taught the final backflow prevention assembly tester course leading 
up to the ABPA scheduled written and practical certification exams. 
 
“I’ve never seen anything like this; we’re taking precautions, practicing social distancing… there’s hand 
sanitizer everywhere,” Hand said.  “Usually we provide a box of donuts each morning.  But this time we 
made sure they were Little Debbie cupcakes, because each one is individually-wrapped.  It was different.” 
 
Hand has been teaching in the Salt Lake Community College Apprenticeship 
Plumbing Program for 30 years.  The tester class and certification exam has 
been offered for several years during the school’s spring break.  Therefore, 
at least those attending the somewhat unnerving exam did not have to deal 
with trying to maintain safe distances from a thousand additional students.  
 
But despite the many precautions put in place, several people steered clear 
of the class and subsequent certification exam. 
 
“We had about 40 people sign up for the certification exam originally,” ABPA 
Executive Director Patti Fauver said.  “But only 19 of them ended up taking 
the exam.  Still, I’m glad we were able to administer this final exam before 
everything shut down.” 
 
After consulting with the ABPA Certification Committee, the ABPA Programs 
Administrator made the decision to suspend all ABPA certification exams, at 
least through May 2020.  A reassessment will be done later, to determine 
whether that moratorium must be extended. 
 



These guys need certified gauges 
to make their living.  So, we are 
trying to work out something to 

maintain that benefit. 

ABPA San Antonio Chapter meetings are normally packed, with many 
bringing backflow gauges for accuracy verification and minor repairs. 
 
 

Among the proctors for that final certification exam was the newly-named treasurer of the Utah ABPA 
Chapter, Kurt Myers, who wore a protective medical mask. 
 
“My wife told me she wouldn’t let me go, if I didn’t promise to wear the mask – so I did,” Myers said.  “I 
know everyone is nervous about the virus.  But we tried to take every precaution.  I feel I have a duty to 
help keep our economy going.  That’s another reason why I showed up for the exam.” 
 
“As a local ABPA chapter, it’s our obligation to do all we can to keep the public safe,” former Utah 
Chapter President Pete Keers added.  “We are an important resource for cities and towns.  We also play a 
critical role in educating elected officials.  I think we all take those obligations pretty seriously.  So, I am 
not surprised they completed this exam (despite growing coronavirus concerns).”  
 
Due to certification exam cancellations, any Tester or Specialist certifications scheduled to expire in 
March, April or May 2020 have been extended through August 31, 2020. 
 
Backflow Gauge Testing 
 
Meantime, now that public meetings are being suspended 
around the world, our ‘new normal’ is also impacting those 
backflow prevention assembly testers who need their annual 
gauge accuracy verifications (calibrations).  But the San 
Antonio ABPA Chapter has come up with a workaround, that might serve as a model for other chapters. 
 
Bill Hamrick is the Election Committee Chair for ABPA National and a past president of his San Antonio 
chapter.  He also happens to be the primary gauge tester, and repairman, for his chapter’s south-central 
Texas members. 
 
“With coronavirus precautions shutting everything down, we are looking at how we can keep our chapter 
members’ benefits active,” Hamrick said.  “We provide each of our members up to two backflow gauge 
certifications each year, as part of their annual dues.  These guys need certified gauges to make their 
living.  So, we are trying to work out something to maintain that benefit.” 
 
The San Antonio ABPA Chapter meets on the second Thursday of every month, except December.  
Hamrick says, normally members bring 10 to 15 backflow gauges to each meeting, for accuracy 
verification and minor repairs.  Now with meetings suspended, the chapter is working out details for a 
gauge drop-off. 

“I have a contract with a San Antonio business 
where backflow testers can drop their gauges off, I 
can pick them up the same day, test, repair and 
certify them, and get them back to that same 
location the next day,” Hamrick explained.  “We are 
still working through the details.  But this should 
keep the gauge testing and certification program 
our chapter offers members up and running.” 
 
Before the coronavirus changed our world, Hamrick 
checked 10 backflow prevention assembly test 
gauges during the San Antonio ABPA Chapter 
meeting in January, 20 more in February and 9 in 
March.  He completed 90 chapter member gauge 
checks in 2019. 

 
“I take portable test equipment to each meeting and I also make minor repair adjustments if needed,” he 
added.  “It’s quite rare a gauge needs major repairs that require me to take it home to work on it.  When 
that happens, I do charge for repairs.  Otherwise, it’s covered in their annual chapter member dues.” 
 
And many of those gauges live a long, productive life. 
 



ABPA Region 2 Director Kevin 
Turcotte is heading up the 
team conducting the Backflow 
2040 Survey. 

“Some of the gauges I inspect look like they’ve been dragged 900 miles through a field – but they still 
pass inspection,” Hamrick concluded.  “Some of our members are using gauges that are 25 years old.  A 
few are pretty beat up – but they still pass certification and still get the job done.”   

____________________ 
 
As the coronavirus continues to disrupt our lives in the weeks ahead, other ABPA chapters and members 
will undoubtedly come up with more innovative ways to help people in our industry remain safely on the 
job, protecting the public.  We encourage everyone to watch out for each other.  Also, we invite you to 
share your best practices, at info@abpa.org. 
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ABPA Vice President Election 
Ballots to be mailed May 15 – votes to be accepted through June 30 

The mayhem being reeked by our coronavirus pandemic has also disrupted our election 
for the next ABPA National Vice President.  But your Board of Directors has devised a 
plan for you to vote in a timely manner. 
 
The Board received two self-nominations for the position, both after the close of the 
nominating period (January 20, 2020).  A unanimous decision has been reached by the 
Board to accept both nominations and to conduct a membership election, following the 

guidance of ABPA bylaws. 
 
Ballots, return envelopes and candidate qualification statements will be mailed to every 
current ABPA member on May 15, 2020.  Mailings will be made to the addresses now on 
file for each member.  All ABPA members should ensure their current address is 
in the database by logging into their account. 
 
Election ballots must be received by the ABPA Election Committee Chair no later than 
June 30, 2020. 
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Backflow 2040 Survey 
Backflow prevention in twenty years: An industry survey wants your  

“educated guess” on how the field could change in a generation 
  

Anyone remember the year 2000?  We somehow survived the Y2K scare.  We had 
scarcely heard of digital cameras, GPS, electric cars or a thing called the Internet.  
Cell phones were around – but not yet an “absolute necessity.”  And Donald 
Trump had not even begun saying “You’re fired!” on “The Apprentice,” let alone in 
the White House. 
 
Things change in a generation. And thinking ahead can prove beneficial, whether 
saving for retirement or boxing up kids’ clothing to someday become grandkids’ 
clothing. 
 

Several months ago, ABPA Region 2 Director Kevin Turcotte was ruminating about 
the future, considering how the cross-connection and backflow prevention 
industries may function in 2040.  

 
“I got to thinking, 2020 is coming and wouldn’t it be interesting to have some insight about what 2040 
will be like for the backflow industry,” Turcotte said.  “I thought it would be interesting to crowdsource a 
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series of questions, kind of like asking a Magic 8 Ball.” 
 
What followed was the launch, in February, of Turcotte’s Backflow 2040 Survey. 
 
“We have 435 survey responses to date, including some from Australia and Canada,” Turcotte added.  “I 
think that was a terrific response for the first month.  I want to see those numbers keep growing.  The 
more responses we get, I think our results will be more valuable.  
We are certainly excited to see the outcomes.” 
 
Among the 40 survey questions – in the categories of innovation, 
regulation, resources, risk and technology – are queries such as, 
By 2040… 
 

• Will there be enough trained professionals to support the 
backflow prevention industry? 

• Will there be a single internationally-recognized test procedure for each type of backflow 
prevention assembly? 

• Will all backflow test submissions be digital? 
• Will lack of backflow prevention funding pose a substantial threat to the public water supply? 

 
Turcotte’s ABPA Region 2 includes: Washington, DC, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia and 
West Virginia.  Working in the water supply safety and backflow prevention industries since 2008, 
Turcotte has created his own companies – Universal Cross-Connection Control and UC3 Consulting – over 
the past couple of years.  The companies are headquartered about an hour outside Philadelphia. 
 
According to their website (www.universalccc.com), “Universal Cross-Connection Control specializes in 
the design, implementation, administration and automation of cross-connection control (CCC) and 
backflow prevention programs.  Our third-party cross connection control program coordinates the efforts 

of regulators, water providers, water customers and backflow 
prevention professionals with surveys and notices to maintain 
compliance and protection of the drinking water supply.” 
 
However, while Turcotte works to secure additional start-up funding 
for Universal CCC, he has now launched UC3 Consulting to answer 
industry questions and to help water providers assess, improve or 

start backflow prevention programs.  UC3 Consulting is conducting the Backflow 2040 Survey. 
 
“UC3 Consulting works with providers to help them answer questions,” Turcotte added.  “I have done 
market research before.  I’m confident the survey findings will prove valuable.” 
 
A colleague of Turcotte’s on the ABPA Board of Directors agrees.  Michigan-based Mike Lueck – President 
of Mid-West Instrument, a testing equipment manufacturer – is president of the Backflow Prevention 
Manufacturers Association and has been on the ABPA board about ten years.  He was one of the industry 
experts to review the Backflow 2040 Survey questions before they were widely distributed. 
 
“I favor this survey being completed because it is drawing so many different perspectives from many 
different fields,” Lueck said.  “It is covering much more than I need for my industry.  But by sending it to 
so many people, it should provide a variety of valuable insights.  My customers and I are most interested 
in testing procedures, forms and requirements.  But I think anyone in our industry will be able to find 
something valuable in the survey results.” 
  
If you have not yet taken the survey, click Backflow 2040 Survey or paste this into your browser: 
https://forms.gle/5hLYu9JLBXr3Wh8h8. 
 
“We want to capture where industry people think cross-connection and backflow prevention is going,” 
Turcotte concluded.  “We also want to assess attitudes about those expected changes.  By studying all 
these different perspectives, we hope to learn a lot about the industry.” 
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Scholarship Essay Competition 
30 young writers from 10 states in the running for $1500 

  
“This year’s scholarship essay entries, overall, are the highest quality I 
have read in the four years I have been involved in judging this 
competition.”  
 
That’s how ABPA Public Awareness and Education Committee Chairman 
Troy Baird describes the 30 qualified research papers his group has 
received, now all competing for the $1500 Harrington-Arthur Memorial 
Essay Scholarship.   
 

The essay topic for the 2019-2020 school year is: “Explain cross-connection control in relation to 
protecting the public’s drinking water from a water purveyor’s viewpoint.  Discuss the water 
purveyor’s role and responsibilities and ways to eliminate contamination risks in a city or 
town’s water supply system.” 
 
“Our committee comes up with the question each year and that is always a real challenge,” Baird added.  
“We kick around a lot of ideas.  We made this year’s question a bit more difficult by asking the students 
to answer from the purveyor’s point of view.  We thought that might make it more educational for them 
as well.” 
 
Three committee members are now each reading ten different essays, scoring them in categories such 
as: focus, organization, supporting documentation, language style and conventions like spelling and 
grammar.  This year’s essay winner will be notified no later than April 30, 2020. 
 
“I will personally call the winner and then we will notify them by mail after that,” Baird said.  “Once all of 
the paperwork is completed, we will send the $1500 check to the school of their choice.” 
 
The ABPA Harrington-Arthur Memorial Essay Competition was established in 2000 to reward students who 
seek to increase their knowledge and understanding of how cross-connection control and backflow 
prevention help ensure safe drinking water. 
 
“This is one of the most rewarding things I do as a member of our committee,” Baird concluded.  
“Students learn so much through the process.  I think this is one of the best things ABPA does to share 
information with the public.” 
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Board Member Profile 
Incoming ABPA President Frank Snyder loves hunting and fishing, hates bow ties 

and is counting on plenty of help to guide and grow the association  
  

Legend has it, Davy Crockett killed a bear when he was three years old – it’s right there in 
the song. 
 
But incoming ABPA International President Frank Snyder – who calls Pleasanton, Texas 
home – can give ol’ Davy a run for his money.  Frank went hunting – and tagged a deer – at 

seven months old.  Or so he’s been told.  He doesn’t claim to actually remember it. 
 
“I spent my childhood growing up on a farm in Gustine, California, where hunting was a way of life,” 
Snyder said.  “We had lots of relatives living near each other and we’d go hunting for two weeks at a 
time.  I was born in March 1959 and that fall I was the youngest registered hunter in California.  I didn’t 
actually shoot it; but I tagged a deer at 7 months of age.” 



“I was born in March 1959 and 
that fall I was the youngest 

registered hunter in California.  I 
didn’t actually shoot it, but I 

tagged a deer at 7 months of age.” 

“Growing membership will be 
high on my priority list. Without 

members we have nothing.” 

“You won’t find many people with 
a master’s degree, but not a 

high school diploma." 

 
Hunting has remained in Frank’s blood.  He told that six-
decade-old story, while making a 3-hour drive to the 400 
acres he and three friends lease north of San Antonio, for 
hunting.  One of his fellow lease holders on the property is 
former ABPA International President Bruce Rathburn. 
 
“We hunt white tail deer, ducks, turkeys, quail, whatever’s in season,” he added.  “And you can hunt 
varmints or exotic animals, year-round.”  Of course you can. 
 
Snyder also promises to attack his duties as ABPA president with the same gusto he demonstrates while 
sport hunting. 
 
“I’ve been active with ABPA since 2000 or 2001,” Snyder said.  “I was the Region 4 Director from 2010 to 
2016.  Growing membership will be high on my priority list.  Without members we have nothing; and it 
has shrunk quite a bit in the 20 years I have been involved.” 

 
Frank admits to having mixed feelings about ascending to the 
presidency and feels he has big shoes to fill. 
 
“(Outgoing ABPA President) Tim (Brown) has done miracles in 

recent years, dealing with management company changes and other problems,” he added.  “I would not 
have had the patience to do it.  I am taking over at the best time, because Tim has already dealt with the 
hard stuff.” 
 
One of the first things Snyder wants to do as ABPA president is challenge current association members to 
each recruit one new member. 
 
“We can grow ABPA exponentially,” Snyder said.  “And certainly, the best person to recruit a new 
member is a current member.” 
 
Since retiring from a 20-year career with the San Antonio Water System, Frank continues to operate his 
one-man company, “Snyder Testing.”  He works as a cross connection control specialist, providing 
backflow and irrigation services.  
 
“I’ve never had any employees because I don’t want to deal with idiotic labor laws,” he added.  “I am 
semi-retired, so I get to pick and choose the jobs I want to take.  It’s nice, because my wife is also 
retired.”  
 
Marian Snyder worked 37 years as a certified public accountant 
for H & R Block.  The two married in June 1986, when Frank was 
halfway through a 20-year U.S. Marine Corps career. 
 
Snyder enlisted in the USMC in 1976, before completing his high school diploma.  But through some 
Marine-sponsored testing, he was able to enroll in college, eventually earning a master’s degree. 
 
“You won’t find many people with a master’s degree, but not a high school diploma,” he quipped.  “I 
never met anyone else who did that.” 
 
Frank honed his work ethic at a young age.  When he was 10, he worked from 2 to 6 am several days a 
week, milking cows at a neighbor’s dairy farm before going to school. 
 
“I drove a pickup over there to work; I was only 10, but no one was stopping me on a country road at 2 



“I am focused on trying to 
provide the leadership to 

demonstrate the value of ABPA.” 

“My wife told me she’s going to 
retire that same day, so she 
can keep an eye on me when I 

have all that free time.” 

in the morning,” he said.  “I didn’t hand milk the cows; but I cleaned their udders and applied milking 
machine suction cups.  There were 800 to 1000 cows.”  
 
Another oddity in Snyder’s childhood came in second grade when he attended a single year at a small 
Catholic elementary school, complete with a black slacks, white shirt and black bow tie uniform. 

 
“To this day, I hate bow ties,” he concluded.  “I own a tuxedo but 
have worn it only once, for that reason.” 
 
But despite sharing several stories from bygone generations, 

Snyder admits he spends much more time looking forward, than back.  He’s excited about the challenges 
that await in the ABPA presidency. 
 
“Our membership is growing older, and some of our younger members are asking where the value is in 
their membership,” he concluded.  “I am focused on trying to provide the leadership to demonstrate the 
value of ABPA.  I also want to create a list of best practices, provided by all of our regions.  I know I can’t 
think of all the things we can and need to do, by myself.” 

Return to Top 

Board Member Profile 
Outdoorsman Billie Vines “fishes” with a bow and arrow, owns the oldest  

building in a Kansas “ghost town” and keeps the ABPA records straight 
  

If you want a change of pace – to “spice up” your day – there are a variety of things you 
can tag along with 4-year ABPA Secretary Billie Vines to do: 
 

• Join his next Caribbean scuba dive, to see if another 9-foot shark wanders by. 
• Help him remove the termite-damaged wood in his 140-year-old vacation home. 
• Accompany him bow fishing (yes, with the arrow on a string) to go after an ugly fish.  
• Assist him in soldering together his next stained-glass piece of art; or  
• Pitch in on his next antique tractor restoration, which will be his 30th. 

 
But, Vines admits, you can take a pass on his Super Bowl parties.  When his relatively “local” Kansas City 
Chiefs were earning their first title in a half-century earlier this year, Billie’s Wichita home was NOT the 
place to be.  On that day, he was practicing “social distancing” – long before we ever heard the term. 
 
“My Super Bowl party consisted of my wife, my mother and me; and it was the biggest Super Bowl party 
I have ever had,” he said.  “A lot of people around here were very excited about the Chiefs winning.  
Let’s just say, I have not bought a T-shirt yet.” 
 
What Vines has done, since 2016, is keep the ABPA minutes and other records, through a challenging 
period – something he says he’s willing to do a bit longer, until he and his wife of 40 years, Cheri, retire 
simultaneously. 
 
“I’m retiring from the Wichita Public Works & Utilities Department on April 29, 2022, when I will be 65 
years and 6 days old,” Billie said.  “My wife told me she’s going to retire that same day, so she can keep 
an eye on me when I have all that free time.” 
 
Sharks…bows and arrows…rusty tractors, remember? 

 
Vines will depart a 38-year career working for City of Wichita, first 
in the health department and then in public works.  Cheri has 
worked even longer as a cytotechnologist.  And don’t ask – you 
have Google too.  
 
Soon after earning his Public Administration master’s degree – in 



“Mom drives like a bat out of 
hell. She has her chauffeur’s 
license and spent her entire 

career driving people around.” 

1996, from Wichita State – Billie joined his city’s public works department, in July 1997.  
 
“I’m the cross-connection control manager; the only job I have ever had with the agency,” he said.  “But 
I had already been with the city several years.” 
 
Go back to January 1984 and you’ll find Billie starting with his city’s health department. 
 
“I’ve been a health officer for 36 years, doing a lot of different things,” Vines added.  “I was a food 
inspector and general environmentalist.  I also worked in solid waste and septic systems.  It’s been a 
good career with the city.” 
 
In fact, after being born and raised in Wichita, Kansas, about the only time Billie strayed away from home 
for long was to move 130 miles north to attend Kansas State, in Manhattan. 
 
“That’s a college town; it was hard for a poor kid to survive there,” Vines said.  “So, after attending 
Kansas State for a couple of years, I transferred to Wichita State to earn a biology degree in 1982, with 
minors in chemistry and Spanish.  That last one was a surprise; but I was interested in Spanish.  It came 
in handy a few years later when I was a restaurant inspector.” 
 
Billie met Cheri at Kansas State in 1978 and they were married in November 1979.  The couple has a 
daughter, two sons and no grandkids – so far. 
 
Both Cheri and Billie’s fathers passed away within nine months of one another in September 2018 and 
June 2019.  But their moms – ages 96 and 82 – are still going strong.  Cheri’s mom, the older one, no 
longer drives.  Billie only wishes that was the case for his mom. 
 
“She drives like a bat out of hell,” he said.  “Mom has her chauffeur’s license and spent her entire career 
driving people around, for a senior center and for the state of Kansas.  She’s still running around driving 
seniors – normally people younger than her – to appointments.”  
 
When not in Wichita – or traveling the globe on one of their 
international vacations (like the cruise last December, which led to 
the close encounter of the shark kind) – Billie and Cheri can often 
be found in the oldest building located in the thriving metropolis of 
Paradise, Kansas – population 49. 
 
“Our limestone, 2-story building used to be a hotel and a grocery store,” he said.  “It was built in 1880.  
We aren’t so much restoring it, as just doing what we can to keep it from falling over.  It’s a registered 
National Historic Site.” 
 
Billie’s in-laws own 2000 Kansas acres outside Paradise – spread over several parcels – used for farming, 
ranching and recreating.  “I have hunted there for the past forty years,” Vines said. 
 
Billie bow fishes for carp, catfish and gar.  Of the latter, he says, “They look like something out of a 
horror movie.”  Search it, right after “cytotechnologist.”  
 
The stained-glass artwork hobby is new, after Cheri paid for a lesson last year.  But the antique tractor 
“flipping” goes back to Billie’s late teens, with his father. 
 
“We buy old tractors, clean them up, get them running, paint them and sell them,” Vines explained.  “I 
just sold our 29th tractor last December.  I have my eye on another.  But we used to restore them in 
Dad’s shop, which was once a square dance hall – so you can imagine the size.  Now that he’s gone, I 
need to find a new spot.” 
 
Billie was scheduled to present at the ABPA National Conference, discussing “hidden harms” associated 
with toilets.  Another casualty of the cancellation: we won’t learn how the cytotechnologist’s husband was 
going to make that topic as exciting as arrowing a gar or swimming with a shark. 



Certification Program Update 
Hands on hints:  Don’t touch that dial 

By Mike Ahlee, Certification Programs Administrator 
 

During any practical hands-on exam, you see people going over the test procedures in their head, time 
after time, to ensure they don’t leave out any steps.  But sometimes, the exact opposite happens. People 
actually add steps that don’t exist.  This can sometimes lead to disaster.  
 
With very few exceptions, people begin their test with do the Reduced Pressure Principle Backflow 
Prevention Assembly (RP) during hands-on testing.   It’s probably the test they are most familiar with, 
since RPs make up the lion’s share of what has been installed.   
 
While testing the assembly, there are several points where one can confuse themselves.  One point 
seems to cause more than its fair share of problems for people is during test No. 2: testing the second 
check valve. 
 
The procedures ask you to: 

• Re-establish a normal pressure in the zone 
• “Bleed from the low side,” then 
• Supply high side pressure behind check valve #2 

 
If the test gauge reading does not drop to the relief valve opening point, 
check valve #2 is recorded as closed tight and you move along.  But at 
this point, some people get an overwhelming urge to close the by-pass 
control valve that is allowing high pressure to go behind check valve 
#2.  BIG, BIG MISTAKE! 
 
Without the supply of high side water to the #4 test cock, your readings may be erroneous.  Instead of 
getting the actual pressure drop across check valve #1, you will again be looking at the apparent 
pressure drop across check valve #1.   
 
Sometimes people will remember and reopen the by-pass control valve after re-establishing for the first 
time.  This too is a mistake.  It does not correct the error.  This merely repeats the first test of check 
valve #2 and leaves you with possible disc compression.   
 
Your reading could be improper, and the proctor will view this as an error.  The remedy is simple.  Once 
you open the by-pass control valve and test cock #4, don’t touch it again until the test is over. 
 
From that point on, the test is very simple if you follow the procedures. Open the low bleed to re-
establish, close the low bleed and record the reading on your gauge when it stabilizes as the actual 
reading for check valve #1.  The lesson here is “think, but don’t overthink.”  Don’t add steps that aren’t 
there. 
 
When our nerves take over, strange things can happen.  Remember to remain calm, stop and take a 
couple of deep breaths.  Re-engage the brain and you should do just fine.    
 
Good luck - and happy testing. 

Return to Top 

 



Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) repair and replacement parts 
may be a bit more expensive, but the hidden cost of using “knock-
offs” is often even higher. 

Industry News You Can Use! 
If it seems cheap – and too good to be true – it probably is 

By Jim Purzycki, Certification Committee 
 
Backflow prevention assemblies are health safety valves that must work reliably. But the question often 
asked is, why are repair parts so expensive? I can buy generic O-rings and rubber discs a lot cheaper. 
Are more expensive original repair parts really necessary?  
 
The real question to ask is, why would you want to use a non-Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) 
repair part at any cost? Cost is a relative term; but the performance of the assembly is not open to 
variation and must operate as designed to prevent backflow.  Repair technicians need to understand the 
importance of using only OEM replacement parts.  
 
There are two types of parts to consider: soft (rubber or elastomer) and hard (bronze, stainless steel and 
engineered plastics). The impact of using non-OEM parts on the workings of a backflow prevention 
assembly needs to be clearly understood.  
 
There are at least three critical reasons to avoid the use of non-OEM repair parts:  
 
Issue 1 – Third Party Approval: (e.g. USC FCCCHR). Per the “USC FCCCHR 10th Edition Manual of 
Cross Connection Control,” Section 10.1.1.1.7; “Modifications to backflow prevention assemblies will 
invalidate the Foundation for Cross Connection Control and Hydraulic Research’s approval. Assemblies 
must be installed and maintained in the configuration(s) and orientation(s) in which they were evaluated 
and approved.” Other 3rd party approval/listing agencies have similar language (e.g. ASSE, UL, FM, CSA, 
NSF, etc.).   
 
The 3rd party approval/listing agencies base their approval/listing on what they have “evaluated.”  If any 
change or modification is made to the design, such as hard or soft parts, the assembly would have to be 
re-submitted for 3rd party evaluation all over again, 
to confirm the change or modification performs 
satisfactorily.  
 
For example, changing or modifying something as 
simple as the type of rubber disc or O-ring can 
hinder assembly performance. Approval/listing can 
only be given to the product as evaluated. Changing 
any soft or hard parts with non-OEM parts will void 
the 3rd party approval/listing and may, more 
importantly, cause it to not work properly or worst 
case, fail. 
 
Issue 2 – Product Liability: All manufacturers 
carry an insurance policy called Product Liability 
Coverage. Among other things, this insurance covers 
damages caused by the products they produce.  The 
key words are “they produce.”  
 
The cost of Product Liability insurance is based on many variables: what is produced (guns vs. candy), 
how many are produced and what manufacturing oversights are in place. Manufacturers must make their 
assemblies using materials meeting various standards (i.e. ASTM, NSF61 etc.), related to the quality and 
safety of individual materials.  
 
Insurance companies also review the manufacturing process to ensure the company has some kind of 
quality control system (i.e., ISO 9001, Statistical Process Control SPC etc.).  This allows them to ensure 
engineering standards and tolerances are reviewed and adhered to in the manufacturing process. Like all 



If a part is replaced with a 
non-OEM part, approvals, 

factory coverage and 
warranties will be null and void. 

insurance, the premium is based on the manufacturer’s history and potential exposure, similar to a bad 
driver having more expensive auto insurance. 
 
Backflow prevention manufacturers have had insurance claims against their products for many reasons 
(i.e., water damage, etc.).  If a problem arises with the performance of an installed backflow preventer, 
and body or property damage results, the manufacturer must investigate and will pull the assembly from 
the field for evaluation. They check records to see if the assembly has been field tested according to 
industry practices (i.e., annual field test history), by a certified tester. They also review maintenance and 
repair notes.   
 
The manufacturer will investigate to determine the failure 
cause.  For example, dirt and debris are installation site issues and 
not product defects.  
 
During this evaluation, the manufacturer has all parts tested and 
looks for hard part fatigue, soft part (rubber/elastomer and plastic) 
deformation and anything else that may have caused the failure. 
Part of the investigation may require working with the rubber 
vendor to identify whether the rubber in that backflow prevention 
assembly is the one the backflow manufacturer used in its 
construction when they assembled it.  
 
The reason a manufacturer may have to work with the rubber vendor is, the formulation of the rubber 
they buy is a trade secret of their rubber vendor.  They may be the only one who can properly identify 
the type and formulation of the rubber.  Conformance to material standards like NSF 61, assures no 
unwanted chemicals will leach from the rubber or other parts into the drinking water. 
 
The key point is, if the rubber is replaced with a non-OEM part, it is no longer as “they produced it.”  All 
approvals, factory coverage and warranties will be null and void. The manufacturer is no longer part of 
the investigation into an insurance claim because it is no longer their designed assembly.  

 
It is similar to a person putting a Ford engine into a Chevy, having a 
mechanical issue, and expecting Chevy to warranty the car.  Liability 
now falls on the party that used non-OEM parts.  The cost savings of 
using non-OEM parts is nowhere near commensurate to the liability 
one assumes by using a non-OEM hard or soft part.  
 

Issue 3 – Performance: Before a backflow prevention assembly is ever sold, a lot of design, review and 
approvals/listings are documented on the performance of the product.  This analysis creates data on how 
the product should work.  The manufacturer has an insurance policy just in case something goes wrong. 
After all, we don’t plan on getting into a car accident; but, just in case, we carry auto insurance.  
 
By the time manufacturers are ready to sell backflow prevention assemblies to the public, they have a 
good idea about how they will perform in the field, supported by 3rd party approvals/listings, performance 
reviews and evaluation.  
 
Unfortunately, someone unaware of the consequences can now come along and say, “I have a flat piece 
of black rubber – I can cut out a disc.”  Or they might think ‘I have a box of different O-rings – I can 
change them for a lot less money and nobody will ever know.”  
 
The rubber change could affect performance. The question is, how much? The only way to answer that 
question is to thoroughly evaluate the now modified product all over again. Obviously, that is not what 
the non-OEM part user is trying to achieve. They normally only think they are saving money, typically 
unaware of the newfound liability. 
 
Rubber products are made from various oils, fillers and curing agents. For instance, the reason there are 



so many formulations of Buna N on the market is, each little change in the formulation has a 
performance outcome the rubber vendor is trying to achieve.  
 
For example, a certain backflow prevention manufacturer first started the evaluation of their product with 
a standard Buna N elastomer. While under evaluation at the test laboratory, the rubber began to develop 
an orange peel texture. The engineer checked with the rubber vendor and was told to use the same 
rubber, but change to one with a peroxide cure instead of a sulphur cure.  
 
By changing only the curing process – which is not visible to the eye – the product was improved and 
passed the 3rd party evaluation.  
 
Again, rubber vendors make rubber for many industries and applications.  A change in family, formulation 
or even curing process can affect performance. Making check valve elastomer discs out of a similar 
rubber does not mean it will seal and perform the same as the OEM repair part. Even the pliability (i.e. 
flexibility, shore hardness) can affect performance. 
 
People who sell non-OEM parts usually go to an O-ring supply house or a rubber vendor and buy 
something that “looks the same.”  But it is impossible to be sure the product is chemically identical.  If 
it’s not, it can be expected to perform differently. The issue now becomes, where the rubber is used.  

 
Many RP assemblies have an O-ring in their relief valve. There are two 
types of O-ring applications: dynamic and static. Static, as the name 
implies, is an O-ring placed in a position where it does not move, as in 
a check valve cover application. The dynamic O-ring, on the other 
hand, moves across its face or may slide through normal product use. 
The relief valve design of most RP assemblies on the market today uses 
some sort of dynamic O-ring (e.g. 4A-200, 825Y, 009, 975XL).  
 
If this O-ring swells for any reason, it will affect the relief valve opening 

point by squeezing on the valve stem or increasing the breakaway friction, also changing the relief valve 
opening point.  O-rings have a standard sizing sequence; but there are many different rubber 
formulations. Buying an identically-sized O-ring is easy… buying one with the identical rubber formulation 
is not. 
 
Most OEM check valve and relief valve discs are molded to provide a more uniform surface and 
performance. This requires a relatively expensive production mold to form the discs. In another method, 
discs can be cut from a sheet of rubber.  This is typically cheaper, since it doesn’t require a mold.  
 
Cutting check discs out of a similar rubber material does not mean it will seal and perform the same as a 
molded factory repair part. Variables such as seat shape and spring tension are all matched to the type 
and softness of the rubber. Any change in these variables can cause the check valve or relief valve to not 
perform as designed, or fail. These changes often shorten time between repairs, as well. 
 
The introduction of non-OEM hard parts is just as problematic. A common example is the replacement of 
stainless steel (SS) bolts or washers inside an assembly. Flat SS washers are often used as disc retainers 
inside assemblies.  Flat SS washers are used when force needs to be 
exerted over a larger area than the bolt head can achieve.  
 
The thickness, diameter, end shape and grade of the SS washer all 
make a difference in its performance. When this washer is used to 
hold a disc into a disc holder, it must be evaluated and confirmed to 
assure proper performance. If the washer does not properly retain 
the disc under all flow conditions – and the disc is dislodged from 
the holder – the check or relief valve will not work properly, even 
though the washer may appear to be the same.  
 



By buying and using only OEM 
repair parts, 3rd party approval 
is maintained and you will reduce 

your liability accordingly. 

The type of SS is another important issue. When screws or bolts are replaced with non-OEM parts, the SS 
grade can cause corrosion issues inside the assembly.  
 
Typically, an unaware technician will introduce a non-OEM part to save money. The cost of OEM repair 
parts may seem excessive. They may ask: “Why should I pay more for OEM parts, when I can buy a 
similar product at a much cheaper price and nobody will know the difference?”  
 

A water purveyor requires a backflow prevention assembly to be 
installed to protect against an identified hazard. As a repair 
technician, you want to be sure you are not liable for any 
damages. Whether it is from negligence (bad work) or fraud 
(representing non-OEM parts as genuine), using non-OEM parts 
opens the repair technician to a myriad of problems.  Cost savings 
is nowhere near commensurate with the liability being assumed.  

 
By buying and using only OEM repair parts, you assure 3rd party approval is maintained, the 
manufacturer’s warranty and product liability is maintained and the assembly will perform as evaluated 
during the approval process.  Because of that, you will reduce your liability accordingly.  And most 
importantly, the assembly will work when required to stop a backflow event. 
 

Return to Top 

Chapters’ Corner 
Training, Texas barbeque, backflow gauge testing – even a 300,000-gallon  
shark tank, all designed to serve and grow ABPA state chapter membership 

 
Before the coronavirus turned our lives upside down, your ABPA Executive Committee planned to focus 
part of this year’s National Conference on sharing ideas and best practices among state chapter 
leadership, to help grow membership.  Incoming ABPA President Frank Snyder calls that one of his top 
priorities. 
 
“I’m focused on trying to provide leadership demonstrating the value of ABPA,” Snyder said.  “I want to 
create a list of best practices, provided by all of our regions.  Our membership is growing older, and some 
of our younger members are asking where the value is in their membership.” 
 
Hopefully life will soon begin to return to normal.  In the meantime, here are a couple of examples of 
things ABPA chapters are doing to provide value for their members and to make their events more 
interesting. 
 
San Antonio ABPA Chapter  
 
ABPA chapters have launched and failed in several different Texas communities, for a variety of reasons.  
But the San Antonio chapter goes back nearly 50 years – predating ABPA itself – and continues to thrive. 
 
One of the founders of the San Antonio group is Fred Baird.  He, his wife Sandra and their son Troy, own 
and operate Bac-Flo Unlimited.  According to their website (bacflo.com), Bac-Flo Unlimited is “a 
consulting and education firm… established to train backflow prevention assembly testers and to assist 
enforcement agencies… with protecting potable water supplies.” 
 
“We were one of the first to start a backflow prevention program, back in the early 70s,” Fred said.  “In 
1979 or so, we realized we need extra training for testers.  So, we started to have monthly meetings.  
After that, when ABPA was formed, we tied our group to them.  Shucks, we have a good chapter because 
of our members.  (Former ABPA International President) Bruce Rathburn, as just one example, has been 
one of our great contributors for more than 25 years.” 
 
But others might argue, the Bairds’ dedication to the group is also key.  Among those making that claim 



Speakers at the annual Utah ABPA 
Chapter Conference face the unusual 
challenge of trying to be more interesting 
than their marine background. 

is former chapter president, and current newsletter publisher, Bill Hamrick. 
 
“Fred and Troy Baird are driving forces in our San Antonio ABPA Chapter,” Hamrick said.  “Fred is a past 
ABPA Meritorious Service Award winner.  Their company provides so much training free of charge to our 
chapter members.  We have strong membership because of the value we provide, with Bac-Flo Unlimited 
leading the way.” 
Perhaps the greatest value San Antonio chapter members receive is the full 8-hour, hands-on training 
class required by the state of Texas every three years.  The value of that course alone is $375, which is 
exactly what members pay in dues over three years ($125 per). 
 
“Last September, we had 36 people attend the hands-on training,” Hamrick added.  “So that is 36 times 
$375 ($13,500) Bac-Flo Unlimited donated on that one day – and they do it every year.  Plus, Fred 
barbeques for everyone, serving up huge cuts of meat.  And his wife, Sandra, is incredible making up 
salads and everything else.  It’s a fun day and provides a great value for our members.” 
 
Beyond that, the chapter also provides Continuing Education Unit (CEU) training at each monthly 
meeting, along with gauge testing. 
 
“I wish other chapters would follow what our San Antonio chapter has done – offering free stuff to 
promote membership,” Fred Baird concluded.  “We’d like to see ABPA get its membership back to where 
it once was.  These are challenging times.  But by adding value for members, I know more people will 
join.” 
 

  
Three dozen San Antonio ABPA Chapter members enjoyed a free, 8-hour training course last year, complete with a huge barbeque feast.  

 
Utah ABPA Chapter 
 
In addition to working to create financial membership value like the San Antonio group, leaders of the 
Utah ABPA Chapter also try to spice up their annual conference by meeting at an unusual venue.  And 
guest speakers at those conferences face a little pressure to be interesting, because what’s lurking 
behind them can be quite distracting. 
 

The Utah group hosts its annual state conference at the Loveland Living 
Planet Aquarium in a Salt Lake suburb.  The aquarium features meeting 
rooms, where one wall looks into a 300,000-gallon shark habitat.  
Conference speakers stand just a few feet from large sharks, along with 
stingrays, sea turtles and many other species of fish. 
 
Jesse Sharp – a 30-year Master Plumber – ascended to the Utah ABPA 
Chapter presidency during the February conference. 
 
“I felt the conference was a great success,” Sharp said.  “Particularly since 
we didn’t have a state conference last year, I was pleased.  The aquarium 
is an interesting place to meet.  Our members seem to like it.  Since I 

have been a member of this chapter, over the past seven years, our 
membership has grown slightly.”  
 
The Utah ABPA Chapter had six state Region directors, eight vendors and 
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It’s not every day you get ‘photo-bombed’ 
by a shark – but it does occur once in a 
while at the Utah ABPA Chapter 
Conference. 

71 other attendees at their annual conference.  It was their first in two years, because the group skipped 
their 2019 session when ABPA held its National Conference in Salt Lake City. 
 
A former Utah chapter president – and the group’s current office manager, Pete Keers – also believes the 
aquarium venue draws a few conference attendees, who might not otherwise be there.  But he thinks the 
education being provided is even more important. 
 
“We are an important education resource for the public, including elected officials,” Keers said.  “We 
provide information to cities and towns.  As a local chapter, that’s a big 
part of our job, as we work to keep people safe.” 
 
Utah ABPA Chapter members speak to school kids about backflow 
prevention, while also appearing at trade shows, nursery conferences 
and emergency preparedness fairs. 
 
“Public education is our number one priority,” Keers concluded.  “We’ve 
been doing this as long as I can remember.  We get involved in any kind 
of education we can.  I love it when an adult says to me ‘What did you 
tell my kid – he says I can’t put my hose down into my radiator 
anymore.’  I love teaching people about backflow and that tells me we 
are getting through.” 
 
Utah ABPA Chapter President Sharp has set a goal to have a dozen vendors and 100 attendees at their 
2021 state conference.  And he says sharks will be circling behind the presenters once again.  
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